Why Arrest the Leadership of The Council On Foreign
Relations

By Anna Von Reitz
The short answer is that this is the seedbed and chief infection vector for the majority of the rot that
we observe in the world.
Men like David Rockefeller and Henry Kissinger are directly responsible for the spread of repugnant
programs and anti-Human agendas throughout the world.
Here is a good example of it --- Mr. Kissinger's remarks in 2009:

“Once the herd accepts mandatory vaccinations, it’s game over.

They will accept anything – forcible blood or organ donation – “for the greater good”.
We can genetically modify children and sterilize them --- “for the greater good”.
Control sheep minds and you control the herd. Vaccine makers stand to make billions.
And many of you in this room are investors. It’s a big win-win. We thin out the herd and the herd pays
us for extermination services….”
Henry Kissinger
Speech to WHO Council on Eugenics, February 25, 2009
This is a man who has been knighted by Queen Elizabeth II.
This is a man who has been looked up to by generations of trusting people all around the world.
But this man is a criminal and a monster.
He has poisoned the minds and manipulated the actions of people at the top of the food chain for
generations.
He has been responsible for trillions of dollars-worth of money laundering and that money has gone
into evil pursuits: illegal arms sales, drugs, Nazi-style eugenics programs, illegal securitization and
bond market and currency manipulations, evasion of the Constitutions, human trafficking, illegal
surveillance, and yes, as clearly described above, ignoble and illegal use of vaccination programs for
profit.
The monstrous nature of the man and of his mentality is fully revealed by his satisfaction and
anticipation that his victims will pay his thugs for the "service" of their extermination, exactly in the
same vein as Adolph Hitler.
This is why it has to be "game over" for Henry Kissinger.
His followers and cohorts at The Council on Foreign Relations, have dared to misrepresent
themselves as "the government of Earth" and to make treaties seeking to depopulate this planet and
to radically restructure its atmosphere to make it inhospitable to humans.
It's time for the rest of us to wake up, turn our attention to this nest of vermin, and root these Naziloving Anti-Humanist cretins out of their positions of power and influence, confiscate their holdings as

criminally-connected unjust enrichment, and make sure that the next time they target our children
for forced blood and organ donation, we reply in kind.
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